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ABSTRACT
Managing data center networks with low loss requires understand-
ing traffic dynamics at short (millisecond) time-scales, especially the
burstiness of traffic, and to what extent bursts contend for switch
buffer resources. Yet, monitoring traffic over such intervals is a
challenge at scale.

We make two contributions. First, we present Millisampler, a
lightweight traffic characterization tool deployed across all Meta
hosts. Millisampler takes a host-centric perspective to data collec-
tion, which is scalable and allows for correlating traffic patterns
with transport layer statistics. Further, simultaneous collection of
Millisampler data across servers in a rack enables analysis of how
synchronized traffic interacts in rack buffers. In particular, we study
contention, which occurs when multiple bursts arrive simultane-
ously at the dynamically shared rack buffer.

Second, we present a data-center-scale analysis of contention,
including a unique joint analysis of burstiness, contention, and loss.

Our results show (i) contention characteristics varywidely across
and within a region and is influenced by service placement; (ii)
contention varies significantly over short time-scales; (iii) bursts
are likely to encounter some contention; and (iv) higher contention
need not lead to more loss, and the interplay with workload and
burst properties matters. We discuss implications for data center
design including service placement, buffer sharing algorithms and
congestion control.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern data center networks support diverse services and com-
munication patterns. These patterns shape network design tasks
including capacity planning, fabric design, and tuning of trans-
port parameters, all to provision an efficient network that provides
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low loss and latency to services. Of particular importance are the
dynamics of communication at millisecond-scale intervals: traf-
fic is typically bursty at these timescales, even when average link
utilization is low [39].

Data center switches typically use buffers that are dynamically
shared, to balance competing goals of avoiding loss—by allowing a
single queue to use a significant chunk of the buffer—and of provid-
ing fairness—by preserving space for new bursts. However, little is
known about the dynamics of the interaction between traffic char-
acteristics and buffer sharing. Contention for the buffer occurs when
multiple bursts destined to different queues arrive at the rack buffer
at the same time. Because of dynamic sharing, contention results in
varying amounts of buffer allocated per queue, and therefore has
a significant impact on loss, latency, and ultimately, performance.
Better buffer policies, and congestion control design, depend on
the characteristics of traffic bursts (e.g., volume, duration) as well
as the degree and variability of contention.

Existing data center traffic characterization studies focus on
coarse-grained traffic characteristics such as traffic locality, the dis-
tribution of flow sizes and durations, and the utilization of links and
buffers [13, 22, 25, 35, 46]. However, understanding burstiness and
contention, and how they relate to losses in data center networks,
requires characterizing traffic at both fine time scales and large
network scales.

In this paper, we make the following contributions.
First, we presentMillisampler, a lightweight network traffic

characterization tool for continual monitoring that we have devel-
oped which operates at fine, and configurable time scales. Using
Millisampler, we can characterize traffic across all servers within
a data center rack at the same time (§ 4). We have validated that
at the sampling rate of Millisampler, host clocks are sufficiently
synchronized to ensure packets processed by the rack switch at
the same time appear in simultaneous Millisampler runs collected
across hosts (§4.5). We have deployed Millisampler at Meta with
data collected at every host in our fleet, with the broader goal of
understanding workloads, identifying difficult traffic patterns, and
troubleshooting the interactions between application behavior and
the network.

With Millisampler, we characterize traffic data at hosts rather
than switches [46] for three reasons. First, it is easy to collect, store,
and serve data at hosts. Switches are less uniformly programmable
to safely collect high-frequency statistics at scale. Second, the bur-
den on switches to collect simultaneous information on all ports
is an order of magnitude or more higher. Third, instrumenting the
host gives us rich context such as service information.
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As a second contribution, we analyzeMillisampler data from two
data center regions of Meta over an entire day which corresponds
to over 8 billion sample points.

Specifically, we present the first large-scale characterization
of data center rack buffer contention.

We measure the degree of contention—how many bursts con-
tend for the buffer simultaneously—across racks (§7.1) and how it
varies both over a day (§7.2) and over seconds (§7.3). We find that
contention characteristics vary widely across and within a region—
even during busy hours in one region, 75% of racks see low average
contention, while 20% see average contention higher by a factor
of 3.4x due to computation-near-storage placement constraints.
Further, the contention level of each rack is persistent throughout
the day. Contention varies over milliseconds, often resulting in
per-queue buffer reductions of 34-70% over short periods.

We also present a joint analysis of traffic burstiness, con-
tention and loss.We characterize how losses in Meta data centers
depend on the degree of contention (§8.1). We then characterize
which bursts are most likely to encounter packet losses with regard
to burst properties and the degree of contention (§8.2). Somewhat
surprisingly, higher contention does not necessarily correlate with
higher losses, potentially due to stable workloads and stable per-
queue buffers. Nearly 92% of bursts see contention, and losses are
most likely to occur with contended bursts that are a few millisec-
onds in duration.

Our results raise interesting questions on how service placement
algorithms should incorporate network workloads, and insights
on whether buffer sharing policies should vary across racks, and
across time. The results also motivate the need for joint explorations
into the interactions between congestion control algorithms and
buffer sharing policies. Overall, the results highlight the impor-
tance of a fine grained traffic analysis approach, and the promise
of Millisampler.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
We start by providing background on buffer contention in data
centers. We then motivate why monitoring traffic patterns, espe-
cially contention and burstiness, at short time-scales is important to
managing data centers with low loss. Finally, we present rationale
for Millisampler, and why existing traffic measurement approaches
are inadequate.

2.1 Background
2.1.1 Switch buffer. Data center networks typically use shared

memory switches with a common packet buffer shared across all
interfaces. To limit unfairness, the size of each queue of every
interface is usually limited by a dynamic sharing mechanism that
may vary across implementations. In this paper, we focus on a
sharing algorithm based on the number of active queues and the
amount of free space in the buffer [16] because it is deployed in all
the racks that we study. Concretely, let 𝐵 denote the total size of
the shared buffer, and 𝑄 (𝑡) the total occupancy of the buffer at a
given point in time 𝑡 (i.e., the sum of the total traffic in each queue).
The maximum limit 𝑇 (𝑡) of each queue at time 𝑡 is given by the
formula below where 𝛼 is a tunable parameter, which we discuss

later in the section.

𝑇 (𝑡) = 𝛼 ∗ (𝐵 −𝑄 (𝑡))

2.1.2 Buffer contention. A data center rack typically has several
servers that are actively sending and receiving traffic. Downlink
from the rack, each server is mapped to a single egress queue. A
queue is active when it has packets to transmit, and it uses a portion
of the shared buffer which is dynamically allocated. Now consider
a scenario with 𝑆 active queues contending for the shared buffer, all
of which exercise the buffer to their permitted limit at the same time
𝑡 . Let 𝑇 be the limit that each queue sees in this state. Substituting
in the above equation, we have 𝑇 = 𝛼 ∗ (𝐵 − 𝑆𝑇 ), which in turn
yields:

𝑇 =
𝛼 × 𝐵

1 + 𝛼 × 𝑆
Figure 1 shows how 𝑇 varies for different 𝛼 and 𝑆 . If 𝛼 = 1 (the

default value used in our fleet), then,𝑇 = 𝐵
1+𝑆 . This implies a single

active queue would see a maximum queue size of 𝐵/2, while if two
queues were active, each would see a maximum queue size of 𝐵/3.
A higher 𝛼 results in larger queue sizes for the same 𝑆 – e.g., for
𝛼 = 2, the limit is 2𝐵/3 for a single active queue, and 2𝐵/5 for each
of two simultaneously active queues. However, the impact of 𝛼 is
greatest when contention is low.

2.2 Why study contention and burstiness?
In this paper, we characterize both the contention in data center
rack buffers and the interplay with burst properties and loss. In
doing so, we are motivated by several observations:

Contention levels impact data center losses in non-trivial
ways.Clearly, higher contention results in smaller per-queue buffers.
Interestingly, however, the buffer available per queue is more vari-
able at lower contention levels. This may be observed from Figure 1
where the slope (i.e., how much buffer available varies for a given
variation in contention) is significantly steeper at lower contention
levels across different 𝛼 values. At higher contention levels, buffer
share per queue is smaller, but is more stable across contention
levels. Smaller buffers have a reduced ability to absorb bursts which
typical congestion control algorithms that rely on RTT-timescale
feedback loops also cannot control well. Loss is particularly hard
on short bursty transactions because they can result in a higher
fraction of loss or even retransmission timeouts. However, certain
workloads may handle more stable buffers better, even if they are
smaller.

Burst properties and contention jointly impact losses.While
it is well known that data center traffic is bursty [46], it is less clear
what properties of bursts makes them most prone to loss, and how
this interacts with contention. Extremely small bursts can be ab-
sorbed by buffers, while long bursts that last several RTTs can be
handled by congestion control. Thus losses seen in a data center are
dictated by a combination of burst properties (e.g., lengths, volumes
and number of connections), and their interplay with contention
(which impacts buffer availability).

Contention and burst characteristics can guide buffer shar-
ing policies. Understanding contention and burstiness provides
important insights when tuning the dynamic buffer sharing algo-
rithm (in particular, the parameter 𝛼) to ensure low loss. As seen
from Figure 1, larger 𝛼 provides a larger share to each active queue,
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Figure 1: The maximum fraction of the buffer each queue
may get for different choices of 𝛼 .

but also results in more variability as the number of queues change.
The choice of 𝛼 is particularly important at lower contention levels.
If contention were consistently small, and showed less variation,
a larger 𝛼 might be appropriate to reduce losses related to traffic
bursts on the typically small number of active queues. However, sig-
nificant variation in contention may argue for smaller 𝛼 to ensure
fairness and more stability across queues.

2.3 Millisampler Rationale
In this paper, we study contention, and how the interplay with
burstiness impacts loss on a production fleet at region scale. We
achieve this through Millisampler, a tool that we have built and
deployed to collect fine grained network traffic information on hosts.
In designing Millisampler, we were motivated by the following
observations:

Existing production switch-based traffic monitoring is
coarse-grained. Conventionally, measuring data center network
traffic involves coarse-grained SNMP counters or relies on sam-
pling [13, 22, 25, 35, 46]. Unfortunately, polling counters is resource
intensive, and is hence typically done at coarse time-scales (min-
utes). Thus, many past studies have focused on coarse-grained
traffic characteristics such as locality, flow size duration and dis-
tribution, and link and buffer utilization [8, 13, 22, 25]. In contrast,
bursts occur at much smaller time scales, and coarse-grained link
utilization does not correlate well with loss rates [46]. It is tempting
to explain high loss and low utilization in coarse-grained statistics
by assuming short-duration bursts; Millisampler can confirm, and
in some cases, has pointed toward other causes of loss by measuring
smooth traffic.

Fine-grained switch-based traffic monitoring is resource
intensive to deploy at production scale Zhang et al. [46] collect
fine-grained ToR switch statistics at 10s to 100s of microseconds
granularity and characterize microbursts in Facebook production
data center networks. The approach involves modifying the switch
platform, which involves working with proprietary and vendor-
specific router ASIC SDKs. Further, heavy switch instrumentation is
computationally expensive. Indeed, the data from [46] is limited to
a few top-of-rack (ToR) switches collected on a one-time basis, and
samples only a single port at a time. Because the work only samples
a single port, it does not explore contention or how it relates to
bursts and loss.

3 THE META NETWORK
Meta operates a global data center network with “data center re-
gions” in multiple continents. Each region comprises multiple data
center buildings. Each building houses a fabric-based topology,
consisting of pods, which are a three-layer cluster with the top-
of-rack (ToR) switch at the bottom. Each rack consists of homo-
geneous servers; different racks will have servers of NIC speeds
typically ranging from 25 to 100 Gbps. The racks connect to up-
stream switches using 4 or 8 uplinks, each of 40 Gbps or 100 Gbps
capacity. The ToR switches in the Meta network have dynamically
shared buffers, as explained in § 2.1.

Most of the server-to-server traffic in the Meta network stays
within the region. This traffic uses DCTCP as the transport protocol,
while the smaller amount of inter-region traffic uses Cubic. For this
work, we focus on all of the buildings in a single representative
region. We focus on a single server type which uses a 50 Gbps NIC
that is shared across 4 servers. Each server is allocated 12.5 Gbps,
mapped to individual queues in the ToR (i.e., each server gets its own
queue). Such servers represent a large plurality of Meta’s network.
The ToR for these servers have a buffer of size 16MB, divided into
four quadrants of 4MB each. Of the 4MB, a small amount is made
available as dedicated buffer for each queue, and the rest, about
3.6MB, is shared across all queues. An egress queue maps to a single
quadrant as a function of the input and output port. The shared
buffer has an 𝛼 value of 1, which means that the maximum buffer
that a single queue can consume in an otherwise empty buffer is
50%. In practice, this is a roughly 1.8MBmaximum per queue; when
there is contention, the buffer may fill sooner.

We focus on in-region (DCTCP) traffic in this work, both because
it is dominant and because we can collect ECN marks to observe
congestion. We note that ECN does not prevent loss; because it is
still an end-to-end congestion signal, DCTCP struggles to react to
short bursts that span less than a few RTTs. The problem is exac-
erbated in heavy incast scenarios, where even a small congestion
window per sender can result in packet loss due to the large number
of senders overflowing the buffer. Small bursts and heavy incast
traffic patterns occur frequently in the Meta network.

The ToRs that we study have the smallest buffer in our fleet
and the slowest server-link speeds; other ToR models have larger
buffers and faster links (and different buffer sharing algorithms).
Our focus on the smaller buffers and slowest links is because they,
apart from constituting the plurality of our network fleet, also offer
the best opportunity for studying pathological buffer contention.
The smaller buffers lead to a higher probability of discards, and the
slower draining queues lead to a greater chance of traffic contending
in the buffer. The level of congestion and contention in other ToR’s
are comparatively less due to these reasons.

Operationally, we observe that most of the congestion in our
network happens in the server-link connecting the ToR to the
servers. Because of this, our ECN deployment is currently largely
operational only on the ToR, resulting in DCTCP not getting ECN
signals in the relatively less frequent event that congestion occurs in
the higher layers of the network. We have deployed a 120 KB static
ECN threshold for all our ToRs; we find that this value offers good
performance across our varied workloads, though we do not claim
that it is optimal. Per-service task placement is spread across racks,
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and not localized to single services per rack; however placement
may still result in certain workloads being more predominant on
some racks than others.

4 MILLISAMPLER AND SYNCMILLISAMPLER
To characterize bursts and their impact on the network, conges-
tion control, and rack switch buffers, we measure timeseries of
network utilization, retransmissions, congestion-marked traffic vol-
ume, and connection counts at data center RTT granularities. To
collect representative measurements at data center scale, we impose
the following constraints on our measurement:

(1) Low per-packet processing, to run at line rate.
(2) Low storage overhead, to keep history of all server-links.
(3) Programmable, deployable, and maintainable for every server.

No existing approach fits all our requirements. End host packet
capture tools, such as tcpdump, face performance costs in shipping
packet headers from kernel to user space and potential data loss at
peak traffic should the kernel-to-user buffer overrun. Conversely,
switch-based monitoring is intensive on switches with limited re-
sources, so difficult to deploy at scale, as we discussed in Section 2.3.

In this section, we describe Millisampler, a tool to collects net-
work utilization at fine time scales with low storage and processing
overhead, and SyncMillisampler that extends this to run simultane-
ously across all hosts in a rack.

4.1 Millisampler
Millisampler comprises user-space code to schedule runs, store
data, and serve data, and an eBPF-based [1, 42] tc (“traffic clas-
sification”) filter that runs in the kernel to collect fine-timescale
data. The user code attaches the tc filter and enables data collection
periodically. Occasional execution minimizes overhead. Because it
is implemented in eBPF, it operates as compiled machine code in
the kernel with direct access to kernel data. A tc filter is among the
first1 programmable steps on the receipt of a packet and near the
last step on transmission. On ingress, this means that the eBPF code
executes on the CPU core that is processing the soft irq (bottom
half) as the packet is directed toward the owning socket. Because
processing happens on many CPU cores, to avoid locks, we use
per-cpu variables, which increases the memory requirement to
eliminate risk of contention.

There are two important parameters in Millisampler: the sam-
pling interval and the number of time buckets. The choice of sam-
pling interval allows us to observe traffic at a wide range of granu-
larities: we schedule runs with three values: 10ms, 1ms, and 100`s.
The number of time buckets controls the memory footprint. Seek-
ing to limit memory and storage use, we fix the number of buckets
to 2000, regardless of sampling interval. This means that our ob-
servation periods range from 200ms (100`s sampling rate) to 20s
(10ms sampling rate). The memory footprint of each run consists
of 2000 64-bit counters per CPU core for each value we measure.

To construct timeseries, the tc filter takes as input the sampling
interval and an “enabled” flag. It records as the start time of a

1One could attach kprobes to the driver or use XDP [2] programs to process inbound
packets earlier; these have other issues (portability).
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Figure 2: Millisampler architecture, with packet flow and
counters.

run the timestamp of the first packet2 when enabled. Millisampler
determines the time bucket for the packet by determining how
long it has been since the start, then dividing that interval by the
sampling interval. It can then increment the relevant counters. If the
computed time bucket is beyond the number of buckets, the filter
will clear the enabled flag as a signal of completion to user-space and
to save future processing. User code waits until the expected run
time has passed and for the “enabled” flag to clear, then detaches the
tc filter from the processing path and reads the counters. Detaching
the tc filter ensures that no CPU time is used by the Millisampler
while it is disabled. User code then stores this data in the local disk
to be available on demand, and schedules another run.

4.2 Millisampler measurements
For each CPU and in each time bucket, Millisampler tallies the
ingress and egress total and retransmitted bytes, ECN-marked
ingress bytes, and the number of active connections.

Collecting ingress and egress total and ingress ECN-marked
bytes is straightforward: the lengths and CE bits are in the packets.
Existing Meta tools instrument the TCP stack and label packets as
retransmissions. These tools detect when TCP processes a timeout
or fast retransmission (not a tail loss probe [20]) and set an unused
bit in the header of the next outgoing packet in the connection.
Millisampler uses the bit to count retransmitted bytes.

Millisampler uses a 128-bit sketch [19] to estimate the number
of active (incoming and outgoing) connections. This means that
the connection count is an approximation that is precise up to a
dozen connections and saturates at around 500 connections per
sampling interval. Although there is space for additional precision,
in practice, more than the actual number of connections, the qualita-
tive variation between a few connections to dozens or hundreds of
connections has been helpful toward identifying patterns of traffic
with more connections (heavy incast) as opposed to more traffic
on fewer connections. Because it is stateless, we lack information

2More precisely, the filter operates not necessarily on packets, but on a socket buffer,
which may be translated to or from many MTU-sized packets by the NIC’s segment-
reassembly features; here we use “packet” for simplicity.
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about whether an active flow in one interval was also active in
subsequent intervals.

Multiple counters may be incremented per packet; e.g., if the
ingress packet was ECN marked or retransmitted. Typically, to
store all counters yields a footprint between 4–12 MB, up to 60 MB
on larger machines with many cores, which is acceptably small as
such larger machines tend to have more memory available. The
storage footprint then comprises the aggregated counters from
periodically executed runs, compressed and stored on the host for
about a week, typically a few hundred megabytes. This week-long
history permits diagnostic analysis of atypical events, including
firmware bugs, kernel locking errors, and large congestion events.
For instance, Millisampler helped uncover a NIC firmware bug by
isolating examples of packet loss although utilization was low at
fine time-scales.

4.3 Performance
We confirm that Millisampler is efficient enough to both run on
everymachine and to have aminimal impact on packet transmission
time when active.

The in-kernel memory footprint of Millisampler is, on average,
3.6MB including counters of each type (e.g., ingress bytes), for each
of 2000 samples, for each CPU core. The CPU use of Millisampler,
on average, reaches 0.003%, likely because Millisampler only runs
some of the time. Both in memory and CPU, Millisampler is smaller
than other widely-deployed monitoring processes at Meta.

In microbenchmarks enabled by the BPF testing framework [42]
on an Intel Skylake generation processor at 1.60GHz, the time to
inspect and count all features of a single packet is 88 ns. The time
to process does not seem to depend on how many counters are set
(i.e., whether the packet has ECN) but on how many features of the
packet are inspected. For example, omitting flow counting reduces
the time per packet to 84ns. When the tc filter is installed (in the
packet processing path) but disabled (because it is not yet enabled
to run or has finished 2000 samples), the time to near-immediately
return from processing is 7ns. The 88ns we observe per processed
packet is substantially smaller than our best-case estimate of the
time required for running tcpdump to capture the same information
on the same machine. On this machine, tcpdump consumes 271ns
of CPU time per packet, based on time tcpdump -npi eth0 -s 100

-c 1000000 -w /dev/null. In these benchmarks, the time to read the
counter bpf map is a fixed 4.3ms, regardless of how many packets
are counted. A fixed amount of time per run and designing for the
worst, most heavily loaded case, is important for this design. With
these per-packet and per-run estimates, Millisampler comes out
ahead of tcpdump after just 33,000 packets. For context, we note
that even in the 0.2 second duration of a 100`s sampling rate run,
33,000 packets are possible.

4.4 SyncMillisampler
Millisampler provides visibility into bursts on a single host at mil-
lisecond scale. To understand whether bursts have synchronized
patterns across servers within a rack, we develop SyncMillisampler
to schedule concurrent Millisampler runs. SyncMillisampler has
a centralized control plane which sends data collection requests
to all servers across a rack and schedules them to start collecting
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Figure 3: Validation: A SyncMillisampler capture ofmulticast
bursts received by eight servers in one rack shows synchro-
nization of collection across receivers.

data at a specific time. To ensure that SyncMillisampler does not
conflict with a periodic Millisampler run, we schedule SyncMil-
lisampler data collection far enough in advance that no run will
be active, then prioritize scheduled SyncMillisampler runs over
periodic collection.

After all servers finish the run, the centralized control fetches
and processes the compressed data from all servers. Recall that each
Millisampler run will start when it observes the first packet after
being enabled; collectively, each may start at a slightly different
time. Each start time is recorded, so to combine these runs into a
single one with uniform timestamps, we use linear interpolation to
construct data points for those series that are not already aligned.

4.5 Validation
We validate SyncMillisampler using two experiments:

Time synchronization. SyncMillisampler relies on multiple
hosts starting Millisampler at the same time. Aligning these con-
current Millisampler runs requires that the host clocks be synchro-
nized, at least to the timescale of the precision of the sampling rate
of Millisampler. Such synchronization should be achievable since
these hosts synchronize via one level of NTP servers to dedicated
appliances with stable clocks, using interleaved NTP to achieve
sub-millisecond precision [29].

To validate that packets processed by the rack switch at the same
time appear in simultaneous Millisampler runs at the same time,
we wrote a tool that sends periodic bursts to a rack-local multicast
address. The rack switch replicates packets in the bursts, and when
links are idle, these packets should arrive at subscribing hosts at
the same time.

We chose a production rack where most servers are idle, sub-
scribed eight servers to the multicast address, and run our tool to
send bursts every 100ms. We collect data using SyncMillisampler
at a 1ms sampling frequency since all the analysis we report in this
paper are based on this sampling rate. Figure 3(top) shows the link
rate per sample (1ms) for each of the subscribed servers. Figure
3(bottom) zooms into one of the synchronized periods, showing
how each server received the beginning of the burst in the same
sample. The lines for all servers overlap indicating the collection
across hosts is synchronized. Note that the bursts do not reach the
network interface line rate as multicast traffic is rate limited.
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Figure 4: Validation: SyncMillisampler correctly identifies
the number of concurrent bursty servers.

Identifying simultaneously bursty servers. We perform an
additional validation experiment to show that SyncMillisampler can
accurately identify the number of simultaneously bursty servers in
a rack, an important component of our analysis in later sections.

The experiment is performed using a burst generator tool which
we developed. The tool involves a client periodically requesting a
server to transmit a burst of a specified volume. Each request is
sent at the specified frequency based on client’s local clock. We ran
the tool with five clients in the same rack receiving periodic bursty
traffic from five servers spread across five racks. Each burst had a
volume of 1.8 MBytes, resulting in approximately 3 ms duration
bursts, sufficiently long to be detected at a 1 ms granularity. Figure 4
(top) shows the link rate per sample for each client from SyncMil-
lisampler logs when a 1ms sampling rate is used. Figure 4 (middle)
zooms into one of the bursts, showing the burst volume that each
client receives during the burst samples. Again, the lines overlap
indicating SyncMillisampler correctly identifies that the bursts are
received near simultaneously. We next ran a post-analysis on the
SyncMillisampler logs to identify the number of simultaneously
bursty servers. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the number of simulta-
neously bursty servers identified by our post analysis. The graph
shows that SyncMillisampler correctly identifies that there are 5
bursty clients over the same 3 ms interval.

4.6 Discussion
Retransmissions observed by Millisampler indicate when losses
are repaired, not when they occur. In contrast, ECN marks indicate
congestion in real-time. To identify the bursts that lead to loss, our
analysis must look for retransmissions that occur an RTT later.

The tc layer sees segments before the sending NIC’s segmen-
tation offload and after the receiver’s offloaded reassembly. Thus,
the filter may see 64KB segments, potentially inflating burstiness at
very fine timescales (e.g., 100`s buckets). At such rates, we often see

periods of data rates in excess of line speed. We focus on collecting
data with 1ms sampling intervals, avoiding this issue.

The kernel must process packets. Rarely, we have observed
locking bugs in the kernel that prevent any handling of network
interrupts; in these cases, Millisampler will see no data even though
the network interface card is receiving, which can lead to additional
apparent bursts.
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Figure 5: Deep dive into two runs with SyncMillisampler.

5 DATASET
In this paper, we primarily report results collected using SyncMil-
lisampler over an entire weekday in 2022 from two different Meta
regions (which we refer to as RegA and RegB), each comprising mul-
tiple data centers. We focus our presentation on RegA, and present
results from RegB when the trends differ substantially. Each region
consists of thousands racks of the type we study, with the average
rack connected to 92 servers. We have validated our results by col-
lecting data from each region for three additional weekdays—our
results are similar, so we do not report them in the paper.

For each region, we randomly select 1000 racks to perform
SyncMillisampler (§4.4) runs every hour. While Millisampler it-
self can sample data at different time granularities, the results in
this paper use sampling rate of 1ms (over a 2s duration). This sam-
pling rate is ideal due to several reasons. It balances duration and
precision: a higher sampling rate would restrict observations to
a smaller duration potentially missing information about longer
bursts, while a lower sampling rate would provide less detail about
short flows. Further, our switch buffers are capable of queuing about
1ms worth of packets per queue, therefore much shorter bursts are
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Region # of # of # of bursty # of #
runs server runs server runs bursts of racks

RegA 22.4K 1.98M 0.67M 19.5M 1000’s
RegB 22.4K 2.1M 0.58M 23.9M 1000’s

Table 1: Summary of dataset for 1 day, and we validated with
3 more days.

unlikely to result in loss, and therefore not interesting to us. Finally,
we found in §4.5 that our clocks are sufficiently synchronized to
align at this rate. Since the collection at each server may start and
end at slightly different times, we trim data to only consider the
common time region. After selecting only the overlapping inter-
val, the average length of a SyncMillisampler run is 1.85 seconds.
Our primary dataset (see Table 1) includes 44.8K runs in the day,
comprising 4.08M per-server runs, and in turn 8.16B sample points.

Bursts and contention. Our goal in this paper is to understand
the extent to which traffic in data centers contend for shared buffer
resources, and to explore the relationship between traffic patterns,
buffer dynamics, and loss. Since loss is typically caused by bursty
traffic patterns, we focus our analysis on traffic bursts. We define a
burst as any consecutive set of one or more sample data points that
exceeds 50% of line rate, following previous work [46]. Traffic less
than this rate does not typically result in buffering. We find that 34%
of server runs have bursty ingress traffic (we use ingress henceforth
to refer to traffic entering a host for consistency with our earlier
discussion) on server-links; 49.7% of the ingress traffic on server-
links is transferred in bursts. We focus only the ingress, in-region
traffic on server-links. Ingress traffic constitute the major source
of packet discards in our network, and in-region traffic comprises
of the vast majority of traffic. In-region traffic use DCTCP as the
congestion control mechanism.

Figure 5(a) presents the time series of an example run with
SyncMillisampler. The X-Axis is the 1ms sample obtained during
the run, and the Y-Axis corresponds to a server queue (only servers
that exhibited a burst during that run are shown). A dot indicates
that a particular server was bursty in that sample. Many servers
show multiple well-separated bursts, and bursts vary in length §6.

We define contention as the number of servers that are simulta-
neously bursty during each 1ms data point of the run. In Figure 5(a),
vertically aligned dots correspond to simultaneously active servers.
Clearly, over an entire run, the contention values obtained may vary
from data point to point. Figure 5(a) shows how the contention level
varies over the run. Notice that the contention level varies between
0 and 3. A contention level 0 indicates no bursts, while a contention
level 1 indicates a single burst (which effectively sees no buffer
contention). Recall from §2.1 that even seemingly small changes
in contention level can significantly impact buffer availability to
queues – for instance, in this figure, the buffer available to each
server queue would vary between 0.5 and 0.25 of the total shared
buffer depending on contention level. We look at different statistics
of contention, such as average, or 90𝑡ℎ percentile, in our analysis as
appropriate. Figure 5(b) presents an example of another sync-run
where the contention levels are much higher. These graphs illus-
trate SyncMillisampler’s ability to analyze traffic dynamics at fine
granularities (§2.3).

6 A QUICK VIEW OF BURSTS
Before we delve into the effect of bursts, we present a high-level
characterization of bursts in Meta’s data center. Our definition of
bursts excludes traffic with smooth utilization that never reaches
50%. This is deliberate: such traffic is “easy” for congestion control
to handle, and unlikely to result in buffering. We focus this section
on RegA, which has 19.5M bursts total. Bursts for RegB show similar
trends.

Server-links are largely idle. For each bursty server run, we
compute the average utilization across the run (Figure not shown).
The median run average utilization is 6.4%, while the 95𝑡ℎ percentile
is less than 45%. Furthermore, within bursty runs, we separate out
the bursty period from the non-bursty period. Outside the bursts,
the median average utilization is 5.5%. In comparison, inside bursts,
the median average server-link utilization is 65.5% indicating that
bursty periods only occupy a fraction of the total run.

Bursts are frequent, but short. Figure 6 shows the normalized
number of bursts per second. The median run sees 7.5 bursts per
second, while the 90𝑡ℎ percentile is significantly higher (39.8). Fig-
ure 7 shows the distribution of burst lengths (blue). The median
burst length is 2ms, while the 90𝑡ℎ percentile length is 8ms. We will
discuss the implication of bursts of this length in §8.1.

Non-contended bursts are shorter and smaller volume.
We classify bursts that see contention at any point in their life-
time as contended bursts, and those that do not see contention
at any point as non-contended bursts. 84.8% of bursts in RegA
experience contention. Figure 7 also show the burst length for con-
tended (red) and non-contended bursts (green). The non-contended
bursts are shorter with 88% less than 3ms. We have also analyzed
burst volumes and observed similar trends. Across all bursts, the
median (p90) burst volume is 1.8MB (9MB). In contrast, among non-
contended bursts, the median (p90) burst volume is 1MB (2.9MB).
These trends are expected as longer bursts have greater volume
and are more likely to encounter contention.

More connections are active inside a burst than outside.
Figure 8 shows the average number of connections per sample
in a run inside and outside of bursts. As expected, the number of
connections during a burst is higher than the number of connections
outside a burst, with a median difference of 2.7x the number of
connections.

7 CHARACTERIZING CONTENTION
In this section, we characterize contention in the Meta network,
motivated by the following questions:

• What is the typical degree of contention in data center racks? Is it
similar across racks, or do we see variation?

• How does contention within a rack vary across timescales ranging
from milliseconds to an entire day?

Typical contention levels and their short term variation help us
to understand the buffer available to deal with traffic bursts and the
variability of these buffers. This is in turn help us understand losses
in data centers and inform the design of buffer sharing policies
(§2.2). Significant differences in contention across racks indicates
that buffer parameters need to be configured differently across racks,
or that task placement across racks needs to be revisited. Likewise,
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Figure 9: The average contention across racks for each of
RegA and RegB during busy hour

significant variation across time (e.g., over a day) is an indication
that buffer parameters may need to be modified dynamically.

7.1 How does contention vary across racks?
We start by measuring average contention on Meta racks. The
overall load in a data center region depends on the local time, and
we first present contention results for an hour that was relatively
busy for both regions (6am-7am local time). We explore diurnal
contention variation later. Figure 9 shows a CDF of the average
contention across racks for each of RegA and RegB over this one
hour period. We make two observations. First, both regions show a
similar spread of average contention, however RegB shows higher
contention than RegA. Second, the distribution of contention across
racks of RegB is fairly uniform. Somewhat surprisingly, RegA shows
a bimodal trend: 75% of the racks show relatively low average
contention (less than 2.2), while the top 20% jump above 7.5. We
categorize the 20% of racks in RegA with highest contention as
RegA-High, and the remaining 80% as RegA-Typical (which consists
primarily of low contention racks and a few with intermediate
contention).

Interplay with task placement.We further investigate this un-
expected bimodal trend next by better understanding the interplay
with the placement of tasks on racks. In Meta, each server typically
runs a single task – however, each rack may run a diverse set of
tasks across the servers in the rack. Figure 10 presents a distribution
of the number of tasks running on the racks in each region. The
figure shows that the racks in RegA-High run significantly fewer
tasks. For instance, the median rack in RegA-High only runs 8 tasks,
while the median rack in RegA-Typical and RegB run 14 and 15
tasks respectively. We next consider to what extent racks are dom-
inated by a single task. For each rack, we compute the percentage
of servers in that rack which run the dominant task for that rack
(i.e., the task running on the most number of servers in that rack).

Figure 11 (left) presents the percentage across all the racks. The
X-axis is sorted by the contention value to obtain a rack ID. The
left portion of the graph corresponds to RegA-Typical racks, while
the right portion corresponds to RegA-High racks. For the racks
in RegA-High, the top task runs on a much larger percentage of
servers (for the vast majority of these racks the percentage ranges
from 60% to 100). In contrast, for most racks in RegA-Typical the
top task runs on a smaller percentage of servers (the median across
RegA-Typical racks is 25% , and the 90𝑡ℎ percentile is 38%). Figure 11
(right) shows RegB has a similar trend as RegA. Further analysis
showed the top task in each of the RegA-High racks was the same
(a machine learning task), and the results were a result of task place-
ment that favored co-locating machine learning workloads densely
in a single data center.

7.2 How does contention vary over a day?
Next, we look at how contention varies across the day, both in
individual racks and across racks.

How does the contention of individual racks vary across
the day? Figure 12 (top) analyzes variation across the day for RegA
racks consolidating all hours (in contrast to Figure 9 which shows
a single hour). Each rack is typically associated with 10 runs spread
throughout the day. For each rack, we (i) determine the average
contention for every run; and (ii) compute the mean, minimum and
maximum of the average contention values across the runs. We sort
racks by this mean to compute a rack ID, used for the 𝑥-axis. We
then plot the mean (the solid line) and interval between minimum
and maximum (gray interval). Figure 12 (top) shows the same
qualitative bimodal distribution as Figure 9 but with 75% of racks
with contention less than 1.4 and 20% with over 6.4. Further, the
variation in contention for the less contended racks is small (average
variation is 0.8). The highly contended racks are always highly
contended; although they have higher variation (average variation
is 5.3), it is not the case that they are typically low-contended with
occasional outliers that draw up the average. The two categories
are well separated with generally non-overlapping ranges. Overall,
Figure 12 (top) shows that racks consistently experience similar
average contention throughout the day. i.e., some racks persistently
show significantly lower contention levels than others. Figure 12
(bottom) analyzes variation of average contention across hours
for RegB. The variation is fairly pronounced, and the range of
contentions for racks show far more overlap.

What diurnal trends does contention exhibit? Figure 13
shows the variation of contention by hour for racks in RegA-High
(top) and RegB (bottom). We do not show RegA-Typical since the
variation during the day is small, as seen earlier, and the diurnal
trends mirror RegA-High.
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Figure 11: Dominant task density across racks.
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Figure 12: The variation of average contention across racks
for different regions.

For each hour, we consider all runs corresponding to racks in
each group, and present a box-plot that shows the variation of
average contention across the runs. The diurnal pattern is strong
for RegA-High: there is a clear increase in contention (27.6% on
average) between hours 4 and 10. RegB also exhibits clear diurnal
patterns, and the increase is particularly pronounced at higher
percentiles.

To validate the results, we also looked at diurnal trends in traf-
fic volumes; they show similar behavior. Figure 14 examines this
further for RegA by showing the correlation between average con-
tention in a rack with its ingress traffic. The figure groups the runs
into buckets based on the total ingress bytes each rack receives
over 1-minute interval at which the run was collected (note that
production switches at Meta only support collecting traffic volume
statistics at 1 minute time granularity). The figure then plots the
average contention distribution across runs in each bucket. The
results show that ingress volumes do show a clear correlation with
average contention. While we cannot definitively explain why the
peak in traffic volumes occurred between hours 4 and 10, we note
that the diurnal patterns in data center traffic depend on several
factors such as background service tasks, user activity and where
users are physically located, and thus may vary relative to Internet
traffic.
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Figure 13: Diurnal trends in contention.

Figure 14: The correlation between average contention in a
rack with total traffic entering a rack for RegA.

7.3 Does contention vary over a run?
Next, we look at how contention varies within each run. This short-
term variation is important as it captures the dynamics of howmuch
buffer is available to each queue to handle a burst. We take each run
and consider the minimum contention (across points with at least
one active server) and the 90𝑡ℎ percentile (p90) contention. Note
that we exclude 6.2% of the runs where the p90 contention is zero.
Figure 15(a) shows the runs sorted by their minimum contention,
followed by the p90. Figure 15(b) studies how this variation in
contention impacts the per queue buffer during each run. The top
curve shows the maximum buffer each queue would get during the
run, while the bottom curve shows the buffer a queue would get
when the p90 contention is experienced. The difference between
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Figure 15: The contention variation within RegA runs, and
its impact on per queue buffer share.

the curves captures the drop in buffer share during the run. For
example, runs with id between [3400-12500] experience buffer share
drop from 50% to 33.3% which is a 33.4% drop from its peak. The
median run encounters a drop of 33.3%, and for 15% of the runs,
the drop is ≥ 70%. Note that for runs with low contention, even a
small change in contention leads to significant drop in buffer share.

7.4 Takeaways
• Contention characteristics vary widely across and within a
region.While the average contention for most racks is quite low
(≤ 5), the spread of contention across racks is broad in both regions:
the inter-quartile range is about 5. However, the distribution across
regions is starkly different, with RegA exhibiting bimodal prop-
erty with 20% of racks exhibiting high contention, owing to task
placement that favored co-locating machine learning workloads in
a single data center. Diurnal effects exist, but are not as dominant.
• Contention and hence available buffer is highly variable
over short time-scales. The median run encounters a 33.3% drop
in buffer share, while for 15% of the runs, the reduction exceeds
70%.

8 CONTENTION, BURSTS, AND LOSS
In the previous sections, we characterized the properties of bursts,
and characterized contention in Meta. In this section, we explore
how these factors together impact losses. Specifically, we are moti-
vated by the following questions:
• How do contention levels impact losses?While larger contention
results in smaller buffers, available buffer is more variable at lower
contention levels, and may interact with congestion control in
subtle ways.
• How do burst properties and their interplay with contention impact
losses?While contention dictates the buffer available, the likelihood

Region # of bursts % contended % lossy
RegA-Typical 10.2M 70.9% 1.05%
RegA-High 9.3M 100% 0.36%
RegB 23.9M 96.8% 0.78%

Table 2: Summary of the bursts in the three classes of rack.
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Figure 16: The correlation between contention and loss.

of loss depends on intrinsic nature of bursts (e.g., burst length, and
the number of connections).

Methodology. In addition to classifying bursts based onwhether
they experience contention (§6), we also associate bursts with loss.
Recall that retransmitted packets in our network have a bit set in
the IP header (§4.2), thus making this classification straightforward.
We further associate each burst with a contention level, i.e., how
much contention the burst experiences during its lifetime. Specif-
ically, we consider the contention level at each sample point of
the burst, and take the maximum. We have also considered an al-
ternate approach, where we associate each burst that experienced
loss with the contention level it experienced at the time of its first
loss. While bursts tend to see slightly lower contention levels at
the time of their first loss compared to the maximum contention
they experience, the trends are similar and we do not present these
results.

8.1 How does contention level impact loss?
Table 2 presents a high level summary of the bursts in the three
classes of racks; RegA-Typical, with low or moderate average con-
tention, and RegA-High with higher average contention, both in
RegA, and all racks in RegB.

First, we see that RegA-High racks are more bursty. Although
this category only accounts for 20% of racks, it contributes 47.8% of
all bursts. Second, across a rack, a burst is very likely to encounter
contention—in fact all bursts in RegA-High, and 96.8% of bursts
in RegB are classified as contended. Even in RegA-Typical, nearly
71% of bursts see contention. Third, and most surprisingly, a much
larger percentage of bursts in RegA-Typical (1.05%) experience loss
compared to RegA-High (0.36%), 2.9x higher. This goes against our
initial hypothesis that larger contention levels should increase the
likelihood of loss.

To understand this further, we associate each burst with its
maximum contention level as discussed earlier. For all bursts with
a given maximum contention level, we identify the fraction which
experience loss, and present results in Figure 16. First, for each
class of racks, the fraction of lossy bursts increases with contention
levels. This is intuitive since the per queue buffer share is lower with
larger contention. Second, RegA-Typical sees significantly higher
loss for a given contention level. In fact, bursts are more likely to
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Figure 17: RegA-High racks also see fewer discards per byte
in corresponding switch counters.

be lossy with RegA-Typical at contention levels under 5 relative to
RegA-High at much higher contention levels.

We have also looked at congestion discards in the rack switch
counters for RegA-High relative to RegA-Typical to confirm this
lower loss rate despite higher contention. For each rack, we obtain
the sum of per-queue congestion discards at a minute granularity,
and normalize the sum to traffic volume. Figure 17 plots a CDF of
the normalized congestion discards for the two classes of racks.
RegA-High sees lower normalized congestion discards, consistent
with Figure 16. One explanation for this result could be that since
RegA-High sees more persistent contention, the end points are
able to adapt better. However, RegA-High racks also correlated
with congestion discards in the fabric—we believe this is due to a
combination of several factors: contention occurs in the fabric due to
the high density of placement of the machine learning tasks( §7.1).
ASICs are more diverse, with a variety of buffer sizes, and link
speeds are significantly higher (100Gbps) in the fabric. Therefore,
similar contention levels could result in less loss, and also result in
somewhat smoother bursts arriving downstream at the racks.

This suggests that while higher contention does lead to more
loss, the relationship is more nuanced, and other factors such as
workloads, location of contention, and burst properties play a role.
Further, it is possible that smaller stable buffers suffice for some
workloads, while other workloads may experience losses related to
larger yet more variable buffers.

8.2 How do burst properties impact loss?
We now look at other burst properties (volume and number of con-
nections) and their relation to loss and contention. We primarily
focus on RegA-Typical racks: this is because it offers a good mix
of contended and non-contended bursts. Second, even though con-
tention in general is low in these racks, we saw that they suffer
higher loss. We have also repeated our analysis for RegB. Although
it has a much smaller percentage of non-contended bursts, the
trends are similar and we do not report further.

Loss variation over bursts length.We group bursts into buck-
ets based on their length, and find the percentage of lossy bursts
per bucket. Figure 18 shows loss is initially low; this is because
buffers are big enough to easily absorb them. As the burst length
increases, loss increases sharply, and then stabilizes or even de-
creases. This is true for both contended and non-contented bursts;
however, we see that beyond about a burst length of 8ms, loss is
higher for contented bursts. The initial increase in loss rates for
both sets of bursts can be explained because as a burst is longer,
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Figure 18: The correlation between burst length and loss.

it has a higher likelihood of overflowing a buffer. However, this is
true only until the burst is long enough for congestion control to
adapt to feedback. Contended bursts see more loss and stabilize
later potentially because of higher variability in the buffers making
it harder for congestion control to react before the queue overflows.
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Figure 19: The correlation between incast and loss.

Loss and incast. We next look into the impact of number of
connections in each burst along with contention on loss. Recall
from §4.2 that connection count is based on a per-sample- point
sketch and is therefore an estimate, and not the total connections
for the entire burst. Figure 19 shows that the number of connections
causes loss rates to increase, and then stabilize. However, we see
that loss for contended bursts can be 3-4x the loss for not contended
bursts. While contention considers simultaneous bursty traffic to
multiple servers, and incast captures the number of simultaneous
connections to the same server. Incast traffic is more likely to ex-
perience loss during contention because it will have smaller buffer
available.

8.3 Takeaways
Bursts are highly likely to experience contention, and hence
variable buffers. From Table 2, 91.4% of bursts experience con-
tention, which implies lower buffer share Combinedwith the 8.6% of
bursts that don’t see contention, available buffers vary significantly.

Higher contention need not lead tomore loss; burst proper-
ties matter. While loss generally increases with contention, RegA-
Typical which had much less contention surprisingly experienced
muchmore loss. We hypothesize that this stems from a combination
of workloads, and burst properties such as burst length and number
of connections. 4 to 6% of contended bursts of intermediate length
(6-10 ms) and high connection counts (50-60) experienced loss, the
regime where losses were most prevalent.

9 IMPLICATIONS FOR DATA CENTERS
Placement algorithms: Server placement algorithms in produc-
tion settings do not extensively consider the impact of network
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traffic patterns [33]. However, while placement can affect buffer
contention (§7), and hence network performance, incorporating
such patterns appears non-trivial. While the degree of contention
is a potential metric to consider (which we show only loosely corre-
lates with traffic volumes), the fact that higher contention does not
translate to more loss across workloads indicates the need for more
detailed metrics that combine burst properties and contention.

Buffer sharing algorithms: Since placement algorithms cannot
guarantee homogeneous characteristics, our results suggest there is
a strong case to tailoring buffer sharing policies to groups of racks,
and to distinct workloads. A relatively small set of configurations—
say one each for low contention and high contention regimes, and
for certain large workloads—appear sufficient. While our results do
show diurnal effects, it is less clear whether changing policies for
a rack over time-scales of a day is worthwhile (as the same racks
continue to have similar contention trends). However, this may
need further investigation with more data.

Interplay of buffer sharing algorithms with congestion
control: The variation of available buffer over RTT timescales ar-
gues for congestion control mechanisms that can explicitly handle
variability in buffer, and the need for models to understand the
trade-offs between smaller stable buffers, and larger but more vari-
able buffers. The results also call for new buffer sharing algorithms
designed to reduce this variability at low contention levels. Implica-
tions for newer ASICs that support larger buffers [45] but may need
to deal with larger traffic volumes is another interesting direction.

10 RELATEDWORK
We discussed data center traffic measurements work in §2.3 [13, 22,
25, 35, 46]. We discuss other related work:

Buffer sharing algorithms.Our study was motivated by recent
advances in buffer sharing algorithms. Shan et al. [38] modified
the dynamic threshold algorithm (DT) [16] by relaxing the fairness
constraint allowing microbursts to fully use the buffer in order to
avoid loss. Apostolaki et al. [7] generalize DT and use different 𝛼
for the same queue based on flow class (i.e. higher 𝛼 for mice, and
lower 𝛼 for elephant flows). and subsequently [6] design a new
algorithm that provides better isolation for high priority traffic
while sustaining link utilization. Huang et al. [23] dynamically
assign 𝛼 (per port) to control the fraction of buffer that each port
can get. Other works [6, 7, 23, 38] seek to absorb bursts contending
for the buffer and avoid loss. However, all proposed algorithms are
designed oblivious to how contention looks inside a data center, and
how contention characteristics correlate with loss. Our work can
inform the design of such buffer sharing algorithms. Several works
have explored buffer sizing in wide area networks [9, 12, 18, 30]
but do not consider buffer contention, an important focus of this
paper.

Burst characterization and microburst detection. Tradi-
tional sampling-based techniques [17, 34] are too coarse-grained
to detect microbursts. Several works [14, 24, 32, 40, 41] leverage
advances in programmable dataplanes to detect and measure mi-
crobursts in switches. In contrast, we focus on understanding how
burst properties and contention impact loss. While we focus on data
center traffic, much work (notably [27]) has analyzed the burstiness
of Internet traffic.

Data center congestion control and loss diagnosis. There
has been much work on data center congestion control [3–5, 15, 21,
26, 31, 37, 44, 47]. Recent work [28] has explored more responsive
congestion control at short timescales, important given bursts of
intermediate length are particularly challenging to tackle. Wei et
al. [11] explore the interplay between buffer sharing and congestion
control, an area that may need more attention. Others [10, 36, 43]
combine end host instrumentation with probing to identify prob-
lematic links in a data center that result in loss. For instance, [10]
detects TCP retransmissions at end hosts which triggers active
probes to aid diagnosis. In contrast, SyncMillisampler does not cre-
ate additional probes, and allows us to understand how workloads
across servers in a rack lead to contention losses in router buffers.

11 CONCLUSION
We have made two contributions. First, we have presented Millisam-
pler, a lightweight network traffic characterization tool, that takes
a unique host-centric perspective to data collection. Millisampler
allows for analyzing traffic at the time-scales of milliseconds at
data center scale and has been operationally deployed across all
hosts in the Meta network. Second, we present a data-center-scale
analysis of contention in racks, including a unique joint analysis
of contention, traffic burstiness, and loss. Our results highlight the
importance of characterizing traffic dynamics at short time-scales,
the effectiveness of Millisampler in doing so, and sheds important
insights that can guide the design of buffer sharing, congestion
control, and server placement algorithms.
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